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KEYC-TV 

TV QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS REPORT PERIOD JANUARY 1 THROUGH MARCH 31, 2019 

ATTACHED ARE LISTINGS OF BROADCASTS OR BROADCAST SEGMENTS WHICH, IN THE STATION’S 

JUDGEMENT, REFLECT THE STATION’S MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT OF ASCERTAINED COMMUNITY 

ISSUES DURING THE PERIOD JANUARY 1, 2018 THROUGH MARCH 31, 2019. 

PROGRAM INDEX: 

 PROGRAM:    DAY:    TIME: 

• KEYC News 12 This Morning  Monday-Friday   5:30-7:00AM 

• KEYC News 12 Midday   Monday-Friday   12:00-12:30PM 

• KEYC News 12 @ 5   Monday-Friday   5:00-5:30PM 

• KEYC News 12 @ 6   Monday-Saturday  6:00-6:30PM 

• KEYC News 12 @ 9   Monday-Sunday   9:00-9:30PM 

• KEYC News 12 @ 10   Monday-Sunday   10:00-10:30PM 

• Face the Nation    Sunday     9:30-10:30AM 

• 60 Minutes    Sunday    6:00-7:00PM 

• 48 Hours    Saturday   9:00-10:00PM 

“KEYC News 12” is a regularly scheduled newscast that is locally produced.  It has a mix of news, weather, 

sports, and community issue-related feature reports.  Duration of stories listed in this report range from 1 to 

5 minutes. 

• CBS Evening News   Monday-Friday   5:30-6:00PM 

This is a CBS produced news program featuring news, information and perspectives on the daily events of the 

nation and the world.  The program also features special features on issues and concerns of the nation.  

These special issue oriented reports are approximately three minutes long. 

• CBS Morning News   Monday-Friday   6:30-7:00AM 

• CBS This Morning   Monday-Friday   7:00-9:00AM 

• CBS This Morning   Saturday   6:00-8:00AM 

This CBS produced news program features news, interviews, weather and information segments and feature 

reports on issues and concerns of the American Public.  The community issue segments usually are three to 

four minutes long. 

• CBS Sunday Morning   Sunday    8:00-9:30AM 

This CBS produced news magazine program focuses on three to four issues or entertainment oriented reports 

in each week’s program.  Many of these reports are interviews.  Each report averages ten to twelve minutes 

long. 

 



Issues/Programs List 

KEYC-TV, Mankato, Minnesota 

2019 – Q1 

 

Community Issues: 

1. Government & Politics 

2. Healthy Lifestyles 

3. Local Economic Growth 

4. Weather & Its Impacts 

 

GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS:   

 

2019 started off with a new law in Minnesota that helps protect children from identity theft 

and bad credit as a result.  KEYC News 12 told viewers about the bill and how they can help 

protect their children.  As the new year began, new politicians took office, including Mankato’s 

first female mayor.  Najwa Massad was sworn in as Mankato’s mayor on January 7.   Former 

Congressman Tim Walz was also sworn in as Minnesota’s governor.  Walz is a former Mankato 

teacher and football coach.  KEYC News 12 shared moments from the inauguration and also sat 

down with the governor just days before his inauguration to talk about his vision for the state 

going forward.   On January 8, Minnesota’s legislative session began.  KEYC News 12 covered 

the beginning of the session and also spoke with local lawmakers from both sides of the aisle 

about the important issues of the session ahead.  Big items at the capitol will be tougher 

cellphone driving laws, legalizing recreational marijuana, transportation funding and battling 

the opioid crisis. 

As the federal government shutdown continued, one local community was starting to feel the 

impact.  The city of Waseca is unable to hire an economic recovery coordinator as the funding 

for the position is supplied by the government.  The position is key with helping the city recover 

from losing a couple of major employers in the last few years.   The government shutdown also 

began to impact local farmers who were impacted by the trade dispute with China.  While the 

shutdown dig linger into the middle of January, some Farm Service Agency offices did re-open 



to assist farmers in a limited capacity.    On January 25, the shutdown ended when the 

President and democrats reached a temporary agreement to re-open the government.  

In local government, the City of Mankato is reconsidering an ordinance that would raise the age 

to purchase tobacco products from 18 to 21.  If passed, Mankato would join St. Peter, North 

Mankato and Waseca in the local area as having the purchase age set to 21.  There is also 

discussion at the state legislature of raising the age across the entire state.  Mankato is also 

going to seek grant funding to help with more downtown development.   Both of city of 

Mankato and the city of North Mankato are looking at projects that would be funded by the 

local option sales tax that voters approved in 2017.  Some of the projects include recreational 

improvements.  Discussion continues about how best to serve the needs of the community.   

By mid-February, Minnesota Governor Tim Walz released his proposed two year budget 

totaling $49 billion.  Education, health care and community prosperity were the three priorities 

outlined.  Part of the proposal included a 20 cent gas tax increase, which republicans 

immediately called out for being too high.  The governor defended the proposal saying it was 

necessary to improve the state’s roads.  At the end of February, the governor announced his 

proposed bonding bill projects, totaling $1.27 billion, which includes funding for transportation 

and mass transit, higher education, improving safety in the state prison system and public 

housing. 

The 2020 Presidential Campaign is already heating up, with many democrats announcing their 

plans to run.  This includes Minnesota Senator Amy Klobuchar who announced her bid from 

Minneapolis on February 10.   

On February 27, a group of students from Minnesota State University Mankato when to the 

capitol in St. Paul to rally for a statewide Tobacco 21 law.  KEYC News 12 caught up with the 

students ahead of their trip and shred why they felt it was important.   

Governor Walz began touring the state in late February and into March following his budget 

announcement.  On March 4, the governor stopped in Mankato at the high school where he 

was formerly a teacher.  KEYC News 12 caught up with the governor about why his education 

plan needs to be passed. 

In March, Minnesota Senators Amy Klobuchar and Tina Smith called on the FCC to investigate 

Frontier Communications following a state investigation into customer complaints of 

interruptions of service, slow or insufficient reports and unauthorized charges or billing errors. 

In late March, after two years of investigation, the special counsel investigation into Russian 

interference in the 2016 election concluded.  KEYC News 12 shared reaction from the President 

as well as democrats. 



HEALTHY LIFESTYLES:   

On January 25, the Minnesota Department of Health announced they are investigating 8 active 

cases of tuberculosis among people in connection with Minnesota State University.  The cases o 

back as far as 2016 to individuals who spent time on campus.  The department of health is 

working with the university and the county and says the risk to the general public is low. 

The City of Mankato is reconsidering an ordinance that would raise the age to purchase tobacco 

products from 18 to 21.  On January 28, KEYC News 12 told viewers that the city is looking for 

feedback on the proposal.  If passed, Mankato would join St. Peter, North Mankato and Waseca 

in the local area as having the purchase age set to 21.   

The American Cancer Society has lowered the recommended age for colon cancer screening 

from 50 to 45.  On January 29, KEYC News 12 spoke with a doctor from Mayo Clinic about why 

lowering the age is important to helping detect the disease earlier. 

On January 31, students from Minnesota State University Mankato hosted a free dental clinic 

for kids in need.  KEYC News 12 spoke with dental students about the importance of good 

dental hygiene but also why hosting the clinic is important. 

In late January, a brutal cold snap hit the region, keeping temperatures well below zero for 

daytime highs as well as several rounds of snow.  The weather helped lead to a shortage of 

blood donors.  On January 31, KEYC News 12 spoke with the American Red Cross about the 

importance and need for donors. 

Fairmont opened a new breast milk depot to accept donations of breast milk.  On February 1, 

KEYC News 12 went to the second facility of its kind in the state to talk about the importance of 

helping babies and new mothers. 

A series of new fitness classes for new mothers was recently introduced at the Mankato Family 

YMCA.  On February 4, KEYC News 12 spoke with the instructor on why the classes are 

beneficial for new moms and to a doctor on the importance of exercise.   

For the last 5 years, the president and CEO of Greater Mankato Growth, Mankato’s chamber of 

commerce and visitors bureau, has been battling prostate and kidney cancer.  He has been 

public with his fight and encouraging others to be screened.  He also started a cancer fund to 

help patients while fighting the disease.  On February 4, KEYC News 12 sat down with Jonathan 

Zierdt and got an update on his health but also talked about his willingness to share his fight 

publically.  As the month wore on, Zierdt’s health continued to decline.  He passed away from 

his disease on March 27.  KEYC News 12 shared his public health journey and how people can 

make memorials to the cancer fund in his honor. 



CBD Oil continues to grow in popularity.  On February 12, KEYC News 12 visited a new shop in 

Mankato that began selling the oil and spoke with someone who benefits from the oil to relieve 

pain. 

A group of local families are banding together to help raise awareness of some rare diseases.  

Each family is facing a different disease.  Starting on February 14 and for 3 weeks, KEYC News 

12 featured each family ahead of a fundraiser in the community. 

In mid-February, Mayo Clinic sponsored a discussion by a doctor to talk about stress 

management for farmers.  KEYC News 12 spoke with the doctor about ways those in agriculture 

can lower their stress levels. 

On February 27, a group of students from Minnesota State University Mankato when to the 

capitol in St. Paul to rally for a statewide Tobacco 21 law.  KEYC News 12 caught up with the 

students ahead of their trip and shred why they felt it was important.   

March is colorectal cancer awareness month.  It’s the third most commonly diagnosed cancer in 

the US.  On March 5, KEYC News 12 spoke with a doctor from Mayo Clinic about the importance 

of routine screenings and ways to lower risk. 

On March 14, KEYC News 12 took viewers inside the nearly completed new clinic building for 

Mankato Clinic patients in North Mankato.  The new facility will offer more patient privacy and 

makes their lab services more convenient.  The new facility is slated to open in May. 

As late March rolled around, the weather turned nicer.  KEYC News 12 spoke with a doctor 

about proper running techniques and also biking safety as more residents start to get outside to 

enjoy the nicer weather. 

KEYC News 12 also broadcasts developing health stories and studies regularly on its Morning, 

Midday, 5:00pm, 9:00pm, and 10:00pm weekday news programs. 

LOCAL ECONOMIC GROWTH: 

Thanks to a completed expansion of Highway 60, the city of Windom is experiencing economic 

growth.  On January 3, KEYC News 12 looked at a proposed project that would add 46 

apartments to the community and how the city is working to relieve a housing shortage. 

In the last 20 years, Mankato has seen a population increase, becoming a hub of population, as 

well as economic and cultural growth.  KEYC News 12 spoke with experts about the trend but 

also looked at how Mankato has served in this role since the area was founded. 



On January 15, the city of Fairmont announced an expansion of an industrial park.  KEYC News 

12 spoke with the mayor about the importance of the project and what they are doing to help 

attract new business to the area. 

As Mankato serves as a regional hub, the year over year job growth trend continues.  On 

January 17, KEYC News 12 spoke with the regions chamber of commerce about the growth 

Mankato is seeing as more companies are choosing to locate in the region and the need to 

attract more workers.  While Mankato lead the state through December 2018, that trend didn’t 

hold true into January and February as the region saw some job loss.  KEYC News 12 talked with 

experts at Greater Mankato Growth (the economic development authority and chamber of 

commerce) about the drop.  They attributed it the changing retail landscape, which Mankato is 

not immune to.  Since 2017, there have been 6 big box retailers that have closed in Mankato.  

The final retailer closure announcement came in mid-March with the announced closure of 

Shopko.  KEYC News 12 spoke with Greater Mankato Growth (the economic development 

authority and chamber of commerce) about ways they can help attract new businesses to 

replace the closed retailers and also spoke to a small business owner who is actually expanding 

into Mankato. 

Grain and livestock prices are displayed during KEYC News 12 Midday, KEYC News 12 at 5, and 

KEYC News 12 at 6 as farm commodities play a vital role in the local economy. 

WEATHER AND ITS IMPACTS:   

The weather in the winter in Minnesota can bring about plenty of change.  This year, the winter 

was cold and snowy, especially as January and February wore on.  KEYC News 12 checked with a 

local travel agent who said their business was up as the temperatures dropped.  KEYC News 12 

also offered viewers reminders on ways to make sure their vehicle keeps running as the 

mercury dropped.  Local towing companies also told KEYC News 12 they were seeing an uptick 

in business thanks to the frigid temperatures.  Agriculture is an important part of the economy 

and KEYC News 12 showed how one area producer works to keep his flock safe in the bitterly 

cold air.   

As the snow continued to pile up, KEYC News 12 checked in with the department of 

transportation on how they handle scheduling their crews to keep the roads clear.  While crew 

aren’t doing construction work in the winter, there are plenty of other projects for them to do, 

so when they are busy keeping the roads clear, those projects get delayed. 

As the snow continued to pile up and keep falling, plenty of school delays and cancellations 

were common.  KEYC News 12 checked in with local school districts to see what their policies 

are when it comes to calling for a snow day and how they plan for those in their annual school 

calendars.   



The local city council also grew concerned about the impacts of the snow, especially for those 

residents with mobility issues.  KEYC News 12 visited with Mankato city officials who worked to 

change city ordinances to make sure sidewalks return to safe conditions for those they rely on 

them.  Also with the blizzard, the snow kept piling up.  KEYC News 12 shared a call for help from 

the Mankato fire department for residents to help dig out fire hydrants.  This is important in 

times of emergency so firefighters don’t have to waste valuable time to dig out a hydrant first. 

This winter brought more frequent and smaller events than what is the norm but road crews 

worked to keep the streets clear no matter what.  In late February, KEYC News 12 check with 

the department of transportation to see how their supply of road salts and chemicals were 

doing.  

The winter can also bring some outdoor recreation.  KEYC News 12 caught up with a local 

snowmobiling club about the snow conditions and how this year was a much better year for 

sledding than last.  The local state park also hosted a snowshoeing event.  KEYC News 12 went 

along to show viewers some of the activities they can participate in even during the winter 

months. 

As warmer weather moved into early March, the rivers began to thaw.  This created ice dams 

on some area rivers and as the snow melted, the rivers began to rise, causing flooding. 

Local businesses who sell snowmobiles have also been excited about the snowy weather.  KEYC 

News 12 spoke with one owner who says it’s the best year they’ve had in recent memory. 

The beginning of March also brings about the deadline to remove your ice house from lakes in 

southern Minnesota.  KEYC News 12 told viewers about the deadline but also shared the 

concern of the department of natural resources about cleaning up garbage and other debris to 

avoid it from getting into the water as the ice melts. 

March was the month of flooding.  After one of the snowiest February’s in recent history, the 

snow began melting as the temperatures warmed up and rain began to fall.  KEYC News 12 

covered rising rivers and their impacts in New Ulm, Garden City, Windom, St. Clair, Mankato, 

Henderson, St. James, St. Peter, Springfield and Redwood Falls.  We spoke with city officials 

about their response to the rising waters as well as resident as they faced flooding.  KEYC News 

12 checked back in on each community as the waters slowly began to recede.  The rising rivers 

also meant closing roads.  KEYC News 12 checked in with the department of transportation 

about the detours needed and how a recent construction project is helping reduce the need for 

lane closures when it comes to flooding. 

 


